
so immediately three things pop out community service personal integrity and academic
accomplishments now you have a foundation for your essay so for example you can discuss
how you played an important role in a community service activity or you can talk about how you
went the extra mile to succeed in a class that you typically struggle in and delve into what that
stressful process actually looked like and how you overcame that obstacle do your research
know their mission and leverage that information boow number two exercise your creativity and
don't be afraid to share your story I've seen a lot of students regurgitate everything that is listed
on the resume or activity log and the essay section is just not the place to do that the essay
section gives you a beautiful opportunity to share something about who you are and to
elaborate on some of the important things that you mentioned in other parts of your application
point is talk about something you're proud of talk about something you admire about yourself
talk about an obstacle that you've tackled tell a story by doing this not only will the essay be
easier to craft but it will also add that unique touch that scholarship committees look for and
most importantly remember number three spelling and grammar matter scholarship committees
pick up on spelling and grammar mistakes very easily especially if they have hundreds maybe
even thousands of essays to review even minor mistakes can take away from your overall
message word of advice before you submit your application be sure to ask someone you trust to
proofread (if u want to proofread u essay u can use the site to which students
CheetahPapers.com term paper pay) your application from the very beginning to the very end
the end in the comment section below I want to know have you submitted a trash application
and if so which tip do you think will help you avoid that mistake next time also if you like this kind
of content you should hit that subscribe button because I will definitely be uploading more
content like this be sure to give this a thumbs up and until next time scholars mom [Music]
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